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Just Sayin’ ...

D

Dare to Desire

esire is a tricky
word.
It comes with
certain preconceived
ideas
attached. While we all
recognize that we have
desires, the word often
brings many questionable
things to mind. We as
Becca Kochsmeier Christians have a tendency to demonize desire by
associating it with “desires of the flesh.” While
desire can certainly be dangerous, what we often fail to acknowledge is that God has placed
certain desires in our heart – good desires –
that we shouldn’t be afraid to explore.
In an effort to prevent Christians from
leaving the faith, somewhere along the line we
developed a questionably effective method of
squelching strong desires from the outset. It
doesn’t matter if the desire is good or bad; if
anything is felt too strongly, it’s going to lead
to trouble. Although this mentality has begun
to break down in recent years, there still seems
to be a lingering fear of strong emotion. We
pride ourselves on caution and safety, but is
that really what our savior wants from us?
Think about it. Was Jesus cautious? Did
he guard himself from strong emotion? Absolutely not. Christ felt more deeply than we
can comprehend. He felt the strongest forms
of compassion, love, anger, hope and brokenheartedness. He lived with passion.
I understand the reasoning behind living
life with watered-down desires. A good number of desires we possess could potentially
undo us if not pursued in line with the word
of God. Rather than traverse down the confusing path of following desires without letting

them steer us in the wrong direction, we would
rather sit safely at the starting point. After all,
isn’t it better to remain in a safety zone where
we won’t fall into temptation or be influenced
by corrupt forces?
While we should never blindly let our
emotions lead us wherever we want to go,
we also shouldn’t pull a burlap sack over our
heads and pretend that the desires don’t exist. God has equipped us with his word and the
Holy Spirit. When it comes to those gray areas,
where you aren’t sure what’s wrong and what’s
right, rely on Christ to help guide you through.
Don’t sit on the edge of the issue, afraid to advance for fear of falling short. I don’t think God
is impressed with our resilience to remain on
safe shores. He is the one calling us to step out
in faith and trust him – he’ll take care of the
rest.
C.S. Lewis boldly puts it this way: “It
would seem that Our Lord finds our desires not
too strong, but too weak. We are half-hearted
creatures, fooling about with drink and sex and
ambition when infinite joy is offered us, like an
ignorant child who wants to go on making mud
pies in a slum because he cannot imagine what
is meant by the offer of a holiday at the sea. We
are far too easily pleased.”
My challenge to you is this: don’t be afraid
of desire. Feel things deeply. Explore. As
long as you remain in fellowship with Christ
throughout the process, he will set you free
from fear and the habit of clinging to safety.
Don’t let it be said of you that you are far too
easily satisfied.
Becca Kochsmeier is a senior journalism major and arts & entertainment editor for Cedars. She thinks Twitter is silly and would
rather make endless Vines of her cat.
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For more news, go to
ReadCedars.com
RECENT NEWS HEADLINES
At Dr. White’s Inauguration,
Mace to Be Involved for the First
Time
VIDEO: Highlights from Dr.
White’s Inauguration
Pastor Rohm’s Legacy
Photo by Caleb Smith Celebrated in Chapel
Pastor Rohm receives a standing ovation from students,
Washington Navy Yard Shooting
faculty and staff during chapel to honor his years at
Close to Cedarville Students,
Cedarville.
Renews Gun Control Debate
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CALENDAR

October/November 2013
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

11

12

CU Friday
Fall Play

Junior Jam
Women’s Soccer vs.
Alderson Broaddus
Men’s Soccer vs. Davis
& Elkins
Fall Play

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

Blood Drive
Seminary Fair

24

Majors Assemblies
Men’s and Women’s
Soccer vs. Trevecca
Nazarene

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

1

Grandparent’s &
Parents Weekend
All Choral Concert
Symphonic Band
Concert

2

Grandparent’s &
Parents Weekend
Senior Recital: Emalyn
Bullis

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Senior Recital:
Rachel Coon
Fall Play

Senior Recital:
Emma Gage

General Recital
Women’s Volleyball
vs. Indianapolis

Blood Drive

Choral Concert
G.R.O.W. Awareness
Women’s Volleyball
vs. Southern Indiana

General Recital
Women’s Volleyball
vs. Indiana East

2013 Hispanic
Alliance Education
Summit

Thursday Night Live

Critical Concern
Conference
Foreign Film Series:
“Still Walking”
Thursday Night Live

Fall Break
Women’s Volleyball
vs. Wittenberg

CU Friday
ALT Night & Open
Dorms
Women’s Volleyball
vs. Ursuline

Critical Concern
Conference
Men’s Basketball
vs. St. Joseph’s
(Ind.)

Men’s and Women’s
Cross-Country: Great
Midwest Athletic
Conference
Women’s Volleyball vs.
Ohio Valley
Men’s and Women’s
Soccer vs. Kentucky
Wesleyan
Senior Recital: Cory
Richardson
STP: Eric Rasmussen
Moonlight Madness

Women’s Volleyball vs.
Central State
Men’s Basketball vs.
Wisconsin-Parkside
Senior Recital: Cameron
Swett
STP: Ben Lenox

Photo by Jillian Philyaw
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COVER STORY

Syria: What’s Happening and Why it Matters
by Mary Miller

I

nternational inspectors completed their first day of work
dismantling Syrian weapon
factories on Oct. 2. The chemical weapons inspectors worked
to destroy production equipment
in accordance with a recent U.N.
resolution approved in response
to alleged Syrian government attacks against civilians. The inspections started in the capital
city of Damascus, according to the
U.N. News Centre.
The Syrian conflict, a civil
war between government security
forces and opposition factions led
by the Syria National Coalition,
has cost over 100,000 lives in the
past two years and has displaced
over two million Syrian citizens,
said former U.S. Ambassador to
Syria Richard Murphy.
“In humanitarian terms it already is a disaster,” said Murphy,
who believes the situation in Syria
is guaranteed to get worse before
it gets better.

How Syria got to where it is

Syria was one of the few Middle Eastern
countries that did not experience major government leadership changes during the Arab
Spring revolutions of 2011. President Bashar alAssad’s confidence in maintaining his position
as head of Syria lay in his belief that Syria was
different from its neighbors, Murphy said. Turmoil was unavoidable, but ultimately Syrians
would side with their government to remain
united against outside enemies.
This unity had actually been under pressure for some time because of religious differences between the government and its citizens.
“A more secular government dominated
by a far-out Shia sect when the majority of the
population is Sunni was merely waiting for
trouble,” said David Newton, a former U.S. ambassador to Yemen and Syria.
Feelings of unrest came to a head after the
arrest and brutal punishment of Syrian teenagers accused of painting anti-government graffiti
on a school building. Villagers protested after
several of the boys died while in detention.
Demonstrations spread to surrounding cities,
causing conflicts with security forces, Murphy
said.
Confrontations between protestors and
government forces turned violent when the Syrian army fired on civilians in March 2011. Assad
sent tanks into the Syrian cities of Deraa, Homs
and Damascus, killing hundreds of demonstrators. Over the next year, rebel factions seized
control of a majority of the country’s rural lands
as well as several major cities. The government
responded by deploying the Syrian army across
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Graphics by Radleigh Wakefield
the country, shelling any neighborhoods held
by the opposition, according to the Associated
Press.
The U.N. tried to pass a resolution condemning the Syrian government’s actions both
in 2011 and 2012 but was blocked both times by
Syrian ally Russia.
“Foreign leaders are cautious about taking action against this regime because no one
knows who would come to power,” said Murhaf
Jouejati, a former member of the Syria National
Coalition, when discussing the U.N. Security
Council’s inability to sanction Syria. “This uncertainty is prolonging the life of the regime.”
The 2013 bombing of the city of Raqqa
spurred the United States and Britain to offer
nonmilitary aid to rebel forces.
“The U.S. government response has been to
try to find a way to get rid of the current regime
because of the violence he’s perpetrated against
his own people,” Newton said. “However, the
American people don’t want to be involved in a
shooting war. The U.S. is weary of involvement
in wars.”

The chemical weapon attacks

In spring 2013, chemical attacks were
launched against several Syrian cities. Over
1,000 people died in the attacks, and thousands more were treated in local hospitals for
neurological symptoms, said former Al-Arabiya
Washington Bureau Chief Abdallah Schliefer.
Al-Arabiya is a Saudi news channel that was
launched in 2003 as a rival to the Qatar-based
Al-Jazeera network.
The Syrian government and the rebel

forces both denied involvement in the attacks,
prompting Western nations to urge the U.N. to
send chemical weapons inspectors to the attack
sites.
“Russia will continue to deny that it was
the Syrian government, and the United States
and Britain and France will continue to insist it
was,” said Mark Fitzpatrick of the independent
global think tank International Institute for
Strategic Studies. “That division will continue
to hamper a clear U.N. resolution with enforcement power.”
While U.N. inspectors gathered in Damascus in mid-August to investigate the alleged use
of chemical weapons by the Syrian government,
Ghouta, an opposition-held suburb, was attacked.
An additional 600 people died, according
to the U.N. report released in September. Sarin
was found on the bodies of the victims.
Sarin is “a human-made chemical warfare
agent classified as a nerve agent,” according to
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
Exposure to large doses of sarin causes convulsions, paralysis and eventual death from respiratory failure. Sarin was also determined to be
the chemical used in the March-April attacks.
“President Obama said that only the use of
chemical weapons by the Syrian regime would
be likely to lead the U.S. to recalculate its position of refraining from armed intervention,” bureau chief Schliefer said. He said Syria crossed
that “red line” when it used chemical weapons
against its own cities.
The potential of a U.S. sea-to-land missile
attack against Syrian weapon facilities caused
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Russia to be more willing to negotiate a U.N.
resolution. The U.S.-Russian initiative created
a resolution to have Syria dismantle its estimated 1,000-ton chemical arsenal. The resolution
passed after only two weeks of negotiations, and
Syria agreed to its terms, Murphy said.
“Syria surprised most of us by so quickly
submitting the list of its chemical weapons
holdings,” he said. “I assume there was major
Russian and perhaps some Iranian pressure to
get this response, which starts the process of
eliminating Syrian chemical weapon stocks.”
The inspections began Oct. 2 with inspectors from the Organisation for the Prohibition of
Chemical Weapons collaborating with U.N. inspectors on dismantling and destroying chemical weapons facilities and materials. The teams
have approximately nine months to complete
their task, according to the U.N. resolution.

The United States’ options

No decision has been made by any international body regarding consequences the Syrian government should face for using chemical
weapons against civilians and rebel forces.
“If Assad is not punished for gassing his
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own people, he will be
under the impression
that he can continuously kill any who oppose
him without any retribution from the international community,”
Jouejati said.
Schliefer said the United States has three
options regarding Syria. The first would be a
limited attack, meant to punish Assad and his
government for their use of chemical warfare.
The second would be a “Libya-style intervention with the obvious intent to help the rebels
defeat the regime,” he said. This choice would
include creating a no-fly zone over Syria and
using missiles to take out their artillery and
military bases.
The final option is to simply do nothing
and to let the government and rebel forces
fight to the end, albeit without the chemical
weapons that are being destroyed by weapons
inspectors.
Whatever happens, Syria will need much
help in the future, former ambassador Murphy
said. The two million Syrian refugees living in

other countries will return to find their country
much different than they left it. Local governments and recovering cities will be looking for
economic assistance to build their infrastructure and help create jobs.
“We can and should be responsive and
need not abandon neither our values nor our
interests in the process,” Murphy said.
“Yes, Syria is in agony, and the outcome is
hard to forecast,” he said, “However, I believe
that this is a temporary convulsion, causing a
horrific bloodletting that we should do what
we can to end as soon as possible but that Syria
will somehow survive.”
Mary Miller is a senior nursing major and
off-campus news editor for Cedars. She loves
her coffee, enjoys reading and shares her favorite song lyrics @nsggirlz36.
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OFF-CAMPUS NEWS

Second Act to Give Items Second Chance
by Nate Spanos
Cedarville students will have a new place
to shop when nonprofit thrift store Second Act
of Cedarville opens in late October. Shoppers,
clothing donors and volunteers can find the
storefront just past U.S. Bank at 50 N. Main
Street.
Startup manager Jill Kinney envisions
Second Act as a hub for the community.
“The idea is that everyone’s welcome,” she
said, “not just those who have money problems.”
Second Act’s merchandise will be inexpensive. That’s because all revenue goes toward maintenance, and all available goods
come from donations, Kinney said, saying that
Second Act’s prices will be lower than Goodwill
prices. Second Act’s goal is to accommodate
any cash-strapped Cedarville residents, college
students included.
“We’d like to have some things available
to college students when they move in and out
of the community,” Kinney said. “Things that
are quick to come by and quick to be rid of.”
Second Act will act as an exchange of
spare change for minor goods.
A week into fall semester with a dozen
cans of Campbell’s chicken noodle soup but
no can opener? Try Second Act. One cozy hat
or clean hoodie away from a warm winter? Try
Second Act.
Just as move-in day often reveals to students their lack of dorm room essentials, so
move-out day reveals their surplus of now nonessentials. While Kinney said she understands
those goods being thrown out, she encourages
students to donate them to Second Act instead.
“Let’s try to use and recycle as much as we
can, so it doesn’t end up hitting the dumpster,”
she said. “We’re going to capitalize on need but
also on using our world’s resources better.”
In Kinney’s opinion, the university’s yearend waste contrasts with the everyday need of
Cedarville’s community.
“Despite the fact that the university is
here, we are a farming community and have a
working class,” Kinney said.
Cedarville senior Ashlee Wilson said she
thinks there’s a need for Second Act in Cedarville.
“(The town) is not bad off,” she said, “but
it’s small and has lots of rural families.”
Second Act of Cedarville needs all types of
clothing, small household items such as lamps
and dishes, and some small furniture, Kinney
said.
However, Second Act can’t operate on
shoppers and donors alone.
“We need volunteers, too,” Kinney said,
mentioning that all Second Act staffers work
other jobs. “I can always use help with sorting, cleaning or even just somebody coming in
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and hanging out at the store. I want
people to stop by and (relax). If they
want to just stop by and have a cup of
coffee, I’d be great with that.”
The current crew of volunteers
comes from Cedarville United Methodist Church. Second Act originated
as that church’s clothing pantry. Met
with a consistent overflow of goods,
the members of the Methodist
church decided to capitalize on the
abundance by opening a thrift store
in town.
Most of Cedarville’s churches
assist the Methodist church in a joint
community service venture called
the Cedarville Ministerial Association (CMA).
Photo by Caleb Smith
“Each church in the community Second Act of Cedarville will be less expensive than
participates in one way or another,” Goodwill, manager Jill Kinney says.
Kinney said. “Grace Baptist hosts
nurses who go around to community members furnish school-age children with any needed
and meet the (medical) needs of those who are goods.
“(Second Act is) operating on zero budshut-ins. The Presbyterian church hosts the
food pantry. The Methodist church sponsors get,” Kinney said. “Everything we’ve had up
until this point has been donated. We are not
the clothing pantry.”
Although Second Act exists as an out- for profit. If we ever make a profit, we will drop
growth of the Methodist church, it abides with- that money right back into the items that we
need, (items like) underwear and socks, things
in the support web of Cedarville’s churches.
“The Methodist church is the sponsor, but that you don’t typically buy secondhand.”
Second Act needs secondhand goods to
they’re going to network through CMA,” Kinney said. “It shows unity between churches of be donated. Kinney said she needs multiple
different denominations. We’re not arguing pairs of helping hands and students to perform
over how we feel about Methodists, Presbyte- physical labor.
rians, Nazarenes and Baptists. (Second Act’s
And come late October, Cedarville’s newabout) those who truly are in need. Through est thrift store will need shoppers to perpetuthe churches, we have vouchers, so people can ate this cycle of salvage, sales and service. To
get items for free. If you truly cannot afford to learn more about Second Act of Cedarville,
pay a dollar for a shirt, we will make sure you contact Kinney at secondactcedarville@yahoo.
have that shirt.”
com or visit the store’s Facebook page.
While Second Act of Cedarville is a nonprofit store, it is foremost a charity. Second Act Nate Spanos is a junior music major and a
already has strong ties with area schools and reporter for Cedars. He posts witticisms to
other institutions. Kinney said those relation- @kroovaijabe and poetry to lorddinosaur.
ships allow the thrift store’s volunteer staff to wordpress.com.
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No-Texting Law: Is it Working?
Students seem to be obeying no-texting-while-driving law, campus safety says
by Laura Jani

O

ne year after Ohio made it illegal to text and drive, Cedarville
students seem to be obeying the
law, campus safety says.
Ohio House Bill 99 was signed into
law last year by Gov. John Kasich. The
new law makes texting and driving a
misdemeanor worth a $150 fine for a
first offense, according to the Ohio Bureau of Motor Vehicles.
Since the law went into effect in
August 2012, director of campus safety
Douglas Chisholm said there have been
few encounters with people breaking
this law on campus.
“From our observation, we have
not noted students, faculty/staff driving
around texting,” Chisholm said.
He also said he has not heard of any
cases in the village of students getting
stopped by the police for texting.
“I think the law is working,” Chisholm said. “I don’t see a lot of evidence
that (texting and driving) is taking place,
at least in our area and our university.”
Because texting is a secondary offense, a driver can receive a citation but
only after being pulled over for a primary offense such as driving through a red
light, Chisholm said.
Texting while driving is often an undetected danger that drivers have to be
aware of while on the road. Not only do
drivers put themselves in danger while
texting, but their actions can be hazardous to others on the road.
“Many times it doesn’t show up until there has been an accident,” Chisholm
said. “Suddenly it comes out that (the
driver) was texting.”
Some may wonder about the legality of texting while the car is not in motion, but Chisholm said the law is clear.
“You are really not supposed to be
texting at all once you are on the road,”
he said. “You would have to be completely off the road and in park in order
for it to be legal.”
Not all students adhere to this portion of
the law.
“There have been one or two times that I
have been at a stoplight or something, and I’ve
replied to a text,” junior Taylor Cefola said, “but
it has never been texting while actually driving.”
Cefola said texting while driving is a dangerous habit and that she does not text while
driving.
According to the Virginia Tech Transportation Institute, reaching for, dialing or texting
on a phone or other device can increase the risk
of getting into a crash by three times. So can
October 2013

drivers be successful in texting without
causing an accident?
“I think (texting and driving)
should be against the law,” junior Hannah Wunderlich said, “but I know people who do it successfully.
“It depends on how good of a driver
they are,” she said.
Cefola said she has no qualms asking her friends not to text while driving.
“I’ve had friends that have been
texting while driving before,” she said.
“I’ve had to yell at them and be like,
‘Stop,’ because they will be going off the
road or not paying attention when people are pulling out. Personally, I know
people who are really experienced drivers who text behind the wheel, and it is
really dangerous.”
Driving while texting can impair a
driver’s ability to concentrate on what is
on the road.
“When you start dropping your
eyes, it’s going to cause problems,” Chisholm said. “A momentary inattention
like that can result in a lot of consequences.”
According to Virginia Tech Transportation Institute, sending or receiving a text takes a driver’s eyes off the
road for 4.6 seconds on average. This is
the equivalent of driving at 55 mph the
length of an entire football field blind.
Chisholm recounted an incident
that took place about a year and a half
ago.
“An individual who lived in this
area was texting and flew off the
bridge right down here in Cedarville
near (a local park),” Chisholm said.
“(He) plunged into a creek and lost
(his) life.”
After the accident, it was discovered that the driver had been texting.
Texting is not the only concern for
drivers. While it is legal to talk on the
phone while driving in Ohio, this still
can be a safety issue.
Graphic by Radleigh Wakefield
“Anytime you are taking your attention away from driving, driving with
one hand, it can be a safety concern,” Chisholm
said.
In Ohio, those under 18 are not permitted to use any mobile device while driving. According to the Ohio Bureau of Motor Vehicles,
drivers under 18 who are using a mobile device
could be cited with a primary offense, including
fines and a license suspension.

“You are really not
supposed to texting
at all once you are on
the road.”
Douglas Chisholm

Director of Campus Safety

Laura Jani is a junior nursing major and a reporter for Cedars. She enjoys a freshly brewed
cup of coffee, learning the Spanish language
and traveling to new destinations.
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SPORTS COLUMN

The Rise of Cedarville Rugby
Little-known sport meets big success in just a few years

Members of Cedarville University Rugby form a scrum in a match against Wittenberg University on Sept. 14.

by Beau Michaud

I

n November 2009, Andrew Held gathered a group of his friends and headed for
the old intramural field to play his sport
of choice – rugby. The field is small, located
between Apple and Williams Hall. There
were just a few guys present who knew little
about the sport.
Every Friday this group of guys would
head out to the same field and play for two
hours. Some weeks, four guys would come
and other weeks upward of 10. They were
completely irrelevant to most of Cedarville’s
campus.
Nearly four years later, Cedarville University Rugby has become very successful
and competitive against other colleges in the
Midwest. Rugby is a club sport and not sanctioned by the NCAA, but that hasn’t diminished the team’s enthusiasm.
They have won close to 70 percent of
their games and continue to gather victories
this fall. They played their first official match
against Wright State in September 2011 and
won 24-5. That year, their season record was
15-6-1.
Winning the first match of their young
careers was a huge relief for the team.
“For a few years, we only played pickup games, so we had a desire to play real
matches,” said Dave Haywood, a senior on
the team. “When it all finally came together,
there was so much excitement, and we were
really ready to play other teams. It was a culmination of three years of hard work.”
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With the exception of a handful that
played in high school, most of the guys had
never touched a rugby ball until they came
to Cedarville. The captains of the team had
tremendous patience and leadership to teach
students a set of rules and positions.
Held, an exercise science major who
graduated in May, was the key cog that put
the rugby team together. He acted as a coach
and player for the team during their beginning
stages. An experienced rugby player himself,
Held knew what it would take to create a successful rugby team that could compete with
other schools.
Between fall 2009 and fall 2013, an admirable amount of work has been poured into
putting this team on the field.
“Everyone out there has put a ton of work
in to learn the game,” said senior Chris Wiegand, “especially our captains and coaches,
who are students that put in a lot of extra time
and effort.”
By the time the rugby team played its first
match, it had leadership from players such as
Held, Haywood, Wiegand and Jordan Countryman. Those guys helped the younger players and turned them into key contributors.
Although Held was the founder of Cedarville’s rugby team, he could not have accomplished this without those other students.
Around since 2009, Countryman – a 2013 Cedarville graduate who still plays – Haywood
and Wiegand have been with Cedarville rugby
since then.
“The rugby team has come a long way
since it started in 2011,” Wiegand said. “Most

Photos by Jillian Philyaw

of the team was just learning the game when
the program started, and now we’re teaching
the game to a new group of players.”
What makes Cedarville University Rugby
impressive is the immediate success they enjoyed. Most startup teams typically take a few
years to become competitive for a plethora of
reasons.
Newly-formed teams struggle to be successful because of the wrong personnel, a lack
of cohesion among athletes or being ill-suited
for competition against other teams. Cedarville’s rugby team failed to follow these guidelines for new teams. In their third year of competitive play, the team has yet to experience a
losing record.
Plenty has changed for Cedarville University Rugby since its humble beginnings in 2009.
Unfortunately, one aspect has not changed
much: recognition from the student body.
Cedarville University Rugby is one of the
most successful athletic teams on campus,
but they have remained hidden from most of
the school. This is a sport like no other at Cedarville. Cedarville hasn’t had a contact sport
since the football team in the 1950s.
Part of the problem is that rugby does
not have a substantial following in America.
It is trumped by sports such as football, baseball and basketball. It is difficult for rugby to
compete against these sports because they
are near and dear to the hearts of Americans.
Considering rugby is less important to
Americans than other sports, it was a daunting task to start a club team at Cedarville. What
makes the team’s existence more impressive is
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that a student spearheaded the operation.
Following graduation, Held passed the
coaching responsibilities to Chris Rousseau,
a current captain of the team. It was an easy
decision because Rousseau is an experienced
rugby player who played internationally.
Rousseau, along with fellow captain junior
Ryan Komarek, are confident the team will
be in good hands after they graduate.
So what can Cedarville students do to
help? Wiegand said they should come out to
watch the team. He makes it clear that nothing is more important than having spectators
watching them during home matches. Hav-

ing fan support gives the team extra motivation to play hard. Junior Bo Folger wants
to see the support for Cedarville University
Rugby grow.
“Helping out at fundraisers and going to
the games are most important,” Folger said.
“We want to expand our fan base.”
The team has accomplished its most important goal since their first match against
Wright State: representing Christ on and off
the field. Their foundation is built on honoring Christ with how they play and conduct
themselves.
After every match, Cedarville asks the

opposing team if they want to pray with
them. They have kept in mind that, win or
lose, representing Christ in an honoring and
pleasing fashion is the essence of Cedarville.
Cedarville University Rugby is winning
games and, more importantly, representing
Christ with their actions on and off the field.
It would be a shame for the student body to
miss out on watching the rugby team.
Beau Michaud is a senior communications
and economics major and a sports reporter
for Cedars. He competes on the track and
field team. Follow him at @beaumichaud13.

Chris Wiegand says the rugby team has come a long way since it started in 2011.
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Brian McCray: Caricature Artist

Photo by Alex Grodkiewicz
Sophomore graphic design major Brian McCray is most at home with a pen and sketchbook. He finds inspiration for his work from old movies, keeping
busy, and interacting with and observing other people. “Your brain gets more ideas when you’re involved in more things,” McCray says.

by Roger Gelwicks

F

or student artist Brian McCray, art is the
expression of what humans feel and observe, he says. In fact, humans are the
basis for McCray’s most famous work on campus.
With his sketchbook in one hand and a
cup of coffee in the other, McCray was ready
to go to work, even though he was about to sit
down for an interview. A sophomore graphic
design major from Beavercreek, Ohio, his real
claim to fame on campus is his ink pen caricatures.
For many Cedarville students, their first
encounter with McCray was at the opening
night gala for “Tartuffe, or the Imposter,”
where he worked as a caricature artist for interested ticketholders.
Recruited by SCAB for the gala through
his academic adviser Tim Frame, McCray
jumped at the chance. He had never done caricatures for others in this type of setting, but he
welcomed the new challenge.
“I thought, ‘Why not?’” he said.
It turned out that his skills were put to
good use. McCray’s station was a hugely popular attraction at the gala that was never short
on clients.
“There was a line that went past what we
had time for,” he said. “Some people had to be
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kicked out of line.”
In the end, he loved the gig, drawing the
portraits of dozens of subjects.
“It was an interesting experience to see
people’s responses to their caricatures,” McCray said. “Some people were really into it. I
was pleasantly surprised because I had no idea
how it would go over.”
“Overall, it was a really good experience,”
he said. “I would do it again.”
McCray was first inspired to draw caricatures by watching old movies and perusing
through cartoonists’ work in publications such
as MAD Magazine and The New Yorker. Some
specific artist influences include cartoonists
such as Al Hirschfeld, Chuck Jones and Jack
Davis.
“Hirschfeld has incredible work,” McCray
said. “You should check him out.”
An artist from childhood, McCray credits
a household supportive of the arts as the reason he designs and draws today.
“I had crayons when I was little,” he said.
“And it just sort of happened. My parents were
both very encouraging.”
McCray said time is the biggest challenge
he faces with his art.
“I always save way too much inspiration
for what I actually put out,” he said. “Oftentimes I get a lot of ideas when I don’t have
time, and when I have the time, I don’t know

what to do. Perhaps it’s a psychological thing.”
McCray advises other artists that inspiration comes through being busy. Besides his
own artistic pursuits, both for classes and personal growth, he stays busy as a member of
Cedarville’s own improv-comedy troupe DTR.
“Your brain gets more ideas when you’re
involved in more things,” he said.
Though McCray is often overwhelmed
with sources of inspiration, he proves to be a
source of inspiration himself to other artists.
Doug Malcolm, a fellow member of DTR, said
McCray inspires him with both his humility
and work ethic.
“He sets a good example for me in the arts
because it is so easy to become a know-it-all
if you know enough,” Malcolm said, “but I’ve
never seen him do that, and I hope I can emulate that.”
McCray wants to pursue art for the rest of
his life, but his post-graduation plans are still
unknown.
“I’m interested in too many things,” he
said, “but I guess that’s a good thing.”
Roger Gelwicks is a senior technical & professional communication major and an arts &
entertainment writer for Cedars. He believes
that honey badgers are vastly overrated and
that a Komodo dragon could take one on any
day.
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Album Review: ‘Dream Theater’

by Jesse Silk

W

ith the release of their
eponymously-titled album
on Sept. 24, the iconic
band Dream Theater has put forth
its 12th studio album in 24 years.
Not only is the band’s constancy to
be admired – it’s created new material every two years since its first
album debuted in 1989 – but it is essentially the founder of the progressive metal genre as it’s known today.
The band has always managed to
incorporate moving, emotive choruses in major tonality alongside
the pure and heavy tone of guitarist
John Petrucci’s classic riffs. Though
the new album “Dream Theater”
continues to demonstrate the band’s
versatility, it seems as if the progressive metal godfathers privilege the
former of the two aforementioned
musical qualities in this album more
than ever before. The binary of “light
and sensitive” versus “intense and
heavy” would be a far too simplistic analysis of the different musical
faces of Dream Theater, but one could say that
the lighter side certainly emerges as the more
prominent one in this new release.
The album begins with the exhilarating
instrumental track “False Awakening Suite,”
which stands among a long line of tradition
of Dream Theater intro tracks that feature
orchestration. Followed by the intro is the album’s single, “The Enemy Inside.” The song
opens with a beautifully complex and heavy
riff from Petrucci that is sure to captivate longtime fans. The following song, “The Looking
Glass,” hearkens back to the band Rush in the
attempt to achieve an easy-flowing, bouncy,
Red Barchetta-like tune. The most overt styling of Rush, a prominent influence of Dream
Theater, comes in the track “Surrender to Reason,” that in many ways sounds like it could
have come right from Rush’s Signals era.
Other notable songs on the album include another instrumental track, “Enigma
Machine,” which demonstrates the dexterity
of the band’s playing ability, particularly that
of Petrucci and keyboardist Jordan Rudess.
“The Bigger Picture” continues to reinforce the
band’s intent to create emotive, piano and orchestra-driven melodies that function in part
as a soundtrack to the listener’s own epiphanies in life.
However, most focus on the album should
be on the concluding track, “Illumination Theory.” After all, the track accounts for just about
a third of the entire album’s length. Like similar Dream Theater epics before it, the closing
track contains several differing subparts in its
22-plus minutes of duration.
For some devoted fans, the first eight
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songs of the album might be considered a great
effort by general standards but only a marginal
effort by lofty Dream Theater standards.
A potential downside of the album is
how some of the chorus and verses are glued
together – some of the transitions just don’t
seem to flow as smoothly as in past Dream
Theater albums. Just when the listener is starting to get sucked in by powerfully complex and
sometimes groovy riffs, an all-too airy chorus
interrupts, as in the case of “Behind the Veil.”
Despite communicating sincere meaning
throughout, the lyrics of the album also leave
something to be desired.
Thus, the final track is undoubtedly a
deal-breaker to determine whether “Dream
Theater” stacks up as a great effort from the
band or if it falls to the middle of the pack in
the grand scheme of the band’s discography.
The final third of the album does not disappoint, as “Illumination Theory” can be considered one of the greatest songs the band has
ever recorded. Singer James LaBrie showcases
great vocal power and intensity throughout
the song, reassuring listeners that this album
does indeed get down to business. Combined
with yet-again enjoyable riffs from Petrucci
and some of Mike Mangini’s most catchy drum
work, the first two portions of “Illumination
Theory,” “Paradoxe de la Lumière Noire” and
“Live, Die, Kill” carry the same type of thumping progressiveness as the band’s 2002 track
“The Glass Prison.”
The band then transitions into the third
subsong within “Illumination Theory” with the
empyreal and orchestral middle of the track,
“The Embracing Circle.” After that segment,

which sounds like a piece from a
grandiose film soundtrack, John
Myung lays down a funky bass line,
and LaBrie sings with robustness
and range over top Petrucci’s riff,
which follows Myung’s lead. Rudess
and Mangini then team up for a fascinating few seconds of keyboard
work and the clicking of drumsticks. Rudess’ gifted fingers continue to master the piano as Petrucci’s
guitar comes in amid increasingly
complex rhythms, and the proggressive extravaganza has reached
its climax. The song concludes with
another new emotive chorus, the
best of the album, and closes with a
fading-out piano outro.
Altogether, “Dream Theater”
is sure to please longtime fans and
new listeners. Being projected to
sell over 30,000 units in the first
week and the vast and dedicated
worldwide following of the band are
just two indicators of their recent
and established success. Though
Dream Theater has put forth several
releases in the past that are superior
to this most recent one, “Dream Theater” still
shows their presence as a musical euphoria
machine that isn’t slowing down anytime soon.
Jesse Silk is a senior English major and an
arts & entertainment writer for Cedars. He
is an avid fan of film, many different kinds of
music and well-done comedy, and he is an aspiring writer and musician.
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Virginia Scites: Girl on Fire
Senior theatre major learned many skills growing up in circus, including fire breathing

Photos by Madison Sternberg
Senior theatre major Virginia “V” Scites breathes fire outside the BTS. She was raised in a traveling circus and can also sword walk and fire dance.

by Kate Norman

S

enior theatre major Virginia “V” Scites
has a unique background: she was
raised in a traveling circus.
Scites grew up traveling and performing
historical circus acts with her parents and
brother. She is a skilled fire breather and one
of only seven or eight people in the world who
sword walks. She is also a talented singer,
contortionist and fire dancer, among many
other things.
Scites originally went to Kentucky Christian University to major in music, but after
two years, she switched to Cedarville for its
more prestigious music program, she said.
However, she said she decided to switch to
theatre and finally found where she belonged.

How the Scites got into performing.

Scites’ father, Eric Scites, majored in
opera performance at Ohio State and had a
great interest in the history of old American
music, which eventually led to an interest in
old American circus shows, V said.
Eric said that as a performer, he would
take whatever work he could get until the
right thing came along.
“I happened to accidentally stumble on
doing some historical singing at an event,
got interested, one thing led to the other,”
Eric said. “We started doing more and more
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research and started adding more and more
things, and then next thing you know, it’s a
full-time job.”
V and her parents all said the tricks
they performed were self-taught and not difficult for them to learn. Eric said he learned
through research — finding out what the historical performers did and how they did it.
“Nobody’s going to teach you how to do
this stuff,” he said. “You kind of learn it on
your own.”

V’s entry into the family business

Although V’s father, her mother Susan
Scites and V’s brother started performing a
few years before she did, V said she finally
jumped in when she was 9 because she was
tired of staying home while the rest of her
family traveled.
Eric said when they first started, he was
singing with another lady while V listened.
“And finally, (V) came to Susan and said
to tell me that we didn’t need the other lady
anymore and that she knew all the songs,”
Eric said.
Susan, her mother, said that V is a natural performer and that she always has been.
“You jokingly say ‘drama queen,’ but she
has drama in her blood, and she loves to perform,” Susan said. “The world is a stage to
her, and she is going to use it to her advantage.”

V said she started off as a contortionist,
but by the time she was 12, her father had
taught her how to fire breathe.
“He taught my brother and I and waited
until after we knew how to tell my mom, who
was not very happy because we were kids,” V
said.
V said when she was 13, she wanted to
learn a more dangerous trick and learned to
sword walk, which is walking up a stepladder
made of swords.
“So that’s what I did, and that was kind
of my singular,” V said. “I just decided that
that sounded awesome, and I wanted to do it.
For the most part, it was a lot of self-honed,
have the patience to practice a lot and have
the talent.”

The traveling lifestyle

V and her family traveled to perform all
over the country, performing 48 weekends
out of the year and traveling the weeks between, V said.
The family did not buy a permanent
home until V was 17, when they purchased
a home in Pomeroy in southeastern Ohio to
serve as a home base.
“But by then, I was about to leave for college, and they’re still traveling, so it’s more
like a really expensive storage unit and less
like a house,” V said. “But we all have time
to take away from our busy schedules to get
October 2013
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Virginia “V” Scites says she views her fire breathing skills as a way to reach people with the gospel as well as a way to bring glory to God. “Whatever you
do, do all to the glory of God, and that includes fire breathing,” Scites says.

“I’m very adamant about no matter what your
talent is and no matter what your past is,
everyone has a story, and sometimes it takes the
story of another person to help us realize our
own and move on. Whatever you do, do all to the
glory of God, and that includes fire breathing.”
Virginia Scites

Senior theatre major
together for Thanksgiving and Christmas
because we’re all doing different things, so
it’s hard to get together, but having a house
makes it a little easier.”
V said traveling full time had its setbacks
and tensions and that she did not fully appreciate the bond she and her brother had
with their parents until they had both been on
their own for a few years.
Susan said people often make the mistake of thinking that their lifestyle is a fairy
tale but that she reminds them that it’s a
job.
“It’s very difficult for, I hate to say ‘norOctober 2013

mal’ people, but normal people to understand,” she said of the constant traveling.
“And there are times when you just want to go
home, and you can’t.”

Fire breathing as a ministry

V said she realizes her skills are a unique
gift from God and that she wants to use them
to minister to other performers.
“Being in that performance world and
that aspect of the performance world, I see
how dark it is and how much God is needed
there, and no one brings it in,” V said. “I kind
of want that to be, I don’t want to say my life’s

goal to make it sound like I’ve achieved something great … I would rather go back into that
world knowing that I have a light that other
people don’t.”
She said her fire breathing serves as a
great analogy to witness to people and share
the gospel. She said that once when she
worked on staff at a camp, she got to perform
at the campfire and share her story and ministry to the teenagers there and that she particularly enjoyed working with teens.
“So it was cool to get to talk to them about
the stuff from my past and what I struggled
with and showing them the light and the fire
within,” V said. “That’s something that I focus
on a lot, too. God is referred to as a consuming fire.”
As open as V is about sharing her own
story, she said she likes to know other people’s stories as well.
“I’m very adamant about no matter what
your talent is and no matter what your past is,
everyone has a story, and sometimes it takes
the story of another person to help us realize our own and move on,” V said. “Whatever
you do, do all to the glory of God, and that
includes fire breathing.”
Kate Norman is a junior journalism major
and a copy editor for Cedars. Kate hopes
to attend graduate school in Scotland and
wants to live and work overseas one day.
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CU Launches First National Ad Campaign
by Zack Anderson

C

edarville is spending more on advertising
this year than before to launch its first
national advertising campaign, focused
on increasing both awareness and application
numbers. But students don’t need to worry
about paying for this campaign with their tuition dollars, said Janice Supplee, vice president
for enrollment management and marketing.
“I just want to be sure students know we’re
not doing this on the backs of students,” Supplee said. “We do see it as an investment, but
we’re trying to be very careful with resources
that the university has and hopefully generate
more students. Increased enrollment means we
can keep our costs lower, so that’s why we’re doing it.”
The yearly advertising budget for the enrollment management and marketing division
– which includes departments such as admissions, marketing and public relations – has
consistently been about $150,000, at least since
Supplee has been around, she said. Other Cedarville advertising spending comes from other
areas, such as graduate programs advertising
for a specific degree, said Mark Weinstein, executive director of public relations.
This year, Supplee’s division is spending
$480,000 on the national advertising campaign. Coupled with $32,000 in advertising
funding for admissions to use for recruitment
purposes, the enrollment management and
marketing division is spending $512,000 on advertising this year.
But Supplee said President Dr. Thomas
White and the trustees worked so that the
money for the national campaign didn’t have
to come from the university’s operating budget,
which means it’s not coming from tuition payments. Instead, the money is coming from nonbudgeted resources made available specifically
for this campaign.
“We’re not increasing tuition, so we’re going to do everything we can to keep our cost
structure low,” Supplee said.
Cedarville announced Sept. 6 that tuition
isn’t going up next year for the first time since
1973, according to the university. Room and
board is increasing by $600, but White said
Cedarville’s room and board is still one of the
cheapest out there in comparison to competitors.
Supplee said the goal is to have a national campaign like this be an annual strategy to
help build awareness of Cedarville over time.
Though the money for this year’s campaign is
not coming from the university’s operating budget, Supplee said they’ve already begun the process of getting similar national advertising into
the operating budget for next year.
“There’s been full support from the trustees, from the administration,” she said. “I think
there’s a sense that we need to do this. This is
going to be good for the university long-term,
and it’s an investment. Some expenses are ex-
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Provided by Cedarville University
Billboards for Cedarville’s national advertising campaign will be implemented next year.
penses, and you don’t get any return, but this
type of investment, we anticipate a return.”
And even though Cedarville’s enrollment
management and marketing division is spending more on advertising than before, that
doesn’t mean the amount is unusually large.
“By no stretch of the imagination is this a
large, large campaign,” Weinstein said, “but it’s
where we’re starting, and hopefully it’ll make a
difference.”
Weinstein is responsible for all advertising
strategy at Cedarville and has been in a similar
role at five other universities.

Digital, radio and billboards

This first installment of what Cedarville
hopes will be a yearly national advertising
strategy includes digital advertising, both digital and traditional radio advertising, and billboard advertising. The digital and radio components launched Oct. 7. This will go through
November, and then the campaign will go silent in December and January, Weinstein said.
It will finish in February and March, which is
when the billboards will be implemented.
The digital aspect is very targeted based
on what people are searching for, their geographic location and their interest in Christian
higher education. Supplee said they are trying
to make the most of their limited budget.
The radio aspect of the campaign is primarily digital – so, Pandora and iHeartRadio.
Supplee said the traditional radio component
is very targeted, as – again – they can’t do everything with limited money. This traditional
radio advertising is in some of Cedarville’s key
recruiting markets, such as major Ohio cities;
Grand Rapids, Mich.; and Philadelphia.
“The radio’s going to be definitely around
feeder churches, feeder schools that really
know us, and we get a lot of students out of
those areas,” Weinstein said.
The outdoor billboard advertising will
also be near key feeder churches and schools,
Supplee said.

Bringing in outside help

To help Cedarville with this goal of getting
the most for its money, the university brought
in an outside advertising firm, the St. Louisbased Schupp Company. Supplee said while
Cedarville has a great creative team, national

advertising is more than just about creating a
design.
“It’s having the right message,” she said.
“Where are you going to place it? How are you
going to track effectiveness? And (Schupp was)
able to do things for us that we didn’t have the
staff in-house to do.”
And because Schupp is working with
multiple clients at a time, the firm can buy advertising space in bulk, which is cheaper than
buying individual advertising, Supplee and
Weinstein said.
“They can stretch our money much more
than what we would be able to do if we placed
the advertising ourself,” Weinstein said.
To eventually decide on working with
Schupp, Cedarville went through a request for
proposal process, with Supplee saying they
wanted advertising firms with both national
and regional experience and higher education
and corporate experience.
Jim Mayfield, Schupp’s senior vice president/executive creative director, said Weinstein had been a client of theirs before when
Weinstein worked at a university in St. Louis.
“When the university had sent a request
for proposal out for agencies to bid on it, Mark
included us and said, ‘Would you guys be interested in working with somebody in Ohio?’”
Mayfield said.
At the time, Schupp had just finished a
campaign for Missouri Baptist University and
was interested in working with another faithbased college, Mayfield said.
Schupp’s role in the campaign has included taking the lead on designing the creative
assets – even while working with Cedarville’s
in-house creative team – as well as working
with Cedarville to craft the message for the
campaign.
Mayfield said Schupp didn’t have to come
up with Cedarville’s position in the marketplace, like they had to with Missouri Baptist.
“When Mark contacted us, it was, ‘We
know who we are. We’ve got a very good position in the marketplace, and this is who we
are,’” Mayfield said.
But when Schupp began to find out about
what Cedarville stood for, he said the company
began to realize Cedarville’s message of “Inspiring Greatness” had not been completely told.
“We felt like, well, ‘Inspiring Greatness’
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was at the end of everything, was a tagline,”
Mayfield said. “We felt like ‘Inspiring Greatness’ needed to be a story to be told, that it had
this incredible duality, that greatness is not captured in individual excellence alone. I mean ‘Inspiring Greatness’ is for him, the greater glory
of God.”

Goals: applications and awareness

One of Cedarville’s goals for the campaign
is to increase admission applications.
The admissions department at Cedarville
hopes to increase applications by six percent
for the year, with a goal of 3,489 applications.
This will result from more than just the national advertising campaign, Supplee said.
This comes as Cedarville has reached record enrollment for the fifth year in a row, with
3,463 undergraduate and graduate students
enrolled as of Oct. 2, according to the registrar’s office. Undergraduate enrollment has increased 10 students since fall 2012, and graduate enrollment has increased 62 students since
fall 2012, according to Cedarville University’s
Factbook 2012.
Another goal for the campaign is to increase awareness, with Supplee saying Cedarville is, in many ways, “the best kept secret in
town.”
“We want when people think about Christian higher education, Cedarville’s the name
that comes to mind,” she said.
More than knowing what Cedarville is,
Supplee also wants people to know who Cedarville is. Cedarville’s unique because students
receive excellent academics and are prepared
to get a job but also because Cedarville is intentional about spiritual growth, she said.
“When you come to Cedarville, you’re going to be prepared to get a job and to have an
outstanding career,” she said, “but then we
also link that very quickly with, ‘And whatever
career God’s calling you to, use it as an opportunity to spread the gospel.’ And we lead with
that message.”
Weinstein said he also wants to help Cedarville’s advancement division by getting
more donors. Also, Supplee said they looked
at where Cedarville alumni are located because
they want to reach alumni who can then help
recruit students they know.
“That component is not paid advertising,”
Weinstein said. “That’s PR. That’s public relations.”
“That’s more powerful,” Supplee said.

Cedarville advertising until now

Because of Cedarville’s limited advertising
budget, the university has primarily done print
advertising in the past. Supplee said Cedarville
has sponsored the Creation Museum for a while
now and advertises in every issue of Answers in
Genesis’ Answers Magazine as well as occasionally in WORLD Magazine and Christianity Today. Cedarville’s also sponsored several speakers.
The idea for this first national advertising
campaign has been on the table for about a year.
“We developed a plan,” Supplee said, “but
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when things were happening last year, we decided it really wasn’t the time to launch some
type of a major advertising campaign, and so we
decided to wait.”
Weinstein said they strategically waited for
Cedarville to announce its new president.
“We wanted to build this campaign around
the future,” he said.
New President Dr. White has been on
board with the campaign since Supplee first
talked to him about it, she said. He’s already
begun to use phrases related to the message of

the campaign.
“You all would never know,” Supplee said.
“He’s amazing at how quickly he’s latched
on to all this stuff,” Weinstein said. “It’s exciting.”
Zack Anderson is a senior journalism and
technical & professional communication major and managing editor for Cedars. This
means he spends way too much time in the
J-Lab and Tyler 102, but he wouldn’t have it
any other way.

ACADEMIC RIGOR + SERVANTHOOD

GRADUATE STUDIES
At Wheaton College Graduate School, we create a community
where the culturally and theologically diverse student body engages
in rich dialogue and pursues excellence in and out of the classroom.
“For Christ and His Kingdom” is integral to our students’
experiences, with classes that equip you to become a better learner,
practitioner and Christian. Explore our programs and discover how
YOU can become better equipped to serve the body of Christ and
His worldwide church.
WHEATON.EDU/GRADSCHOOL
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MIS-sion Possible
“Don’t waste the opportunity you have now to go to foreign countries and see God’s
global plan of redemption unfolding,” senior Dexter Carpenter said
by Mary Kate Browning
Noah Wunderlich initially went on an MIS
trip to Peru two spring breaks ago because his
parents thought it would help him learn Spanish. But then he had such a good experience, he
went again this spring break.
“Spring break’s a good time to go,” criminal
justice major Wunderlich said.
Spring break isn’t the only time students
can go on MIS trips. Just this summer, Cedarville had MIS teams in 12 different countries,
nearly 50 students on independent mission
trips and three group trips. In all, 165 people
from Cedarville took time out of their summers
to serve others overseas.
And in chapel this past week, students who
went on MIS trips over spring break and summer shared about their experiences.
“People think you can only go on (MIS
trips) if that’s the field you want to pursue,”
said Carissa Drum, a Christian education, youth
ministry and applied communication major.
However, while her trip was related to her major, she said her team was mostly made up of
fellow students who had a passion for serving.
Drum went to Mexico on her first MIS trip
last semester over spring break. While there,
she worked as a camp counselor for missionary kids. Though Drum does not feel called to
full-time mission work, she was excited for the
opportunity to experience short-term missions
internationally.

Because of Drum’s experience working as
a camp counselor in the United States, she felt
confident about the trip. However, after arriving in Mexico, she began to ask herself, “What
am I doing here?”
During these moments of doubt, when she
was unsure what to say to the girls in her cabin,
Drum said she felt the Lord speaking through
her and building her up despite her insecurities.
Nursing major Ella Kinsinger also had
some feelings of uncertainty when she went on
her first MIS trip over spring break last semester.
“(The) reason I chose my major was for –
hopefully – overseas medical missions,” said
Kinsinger. She said she went to Jamaica to see
if she really wanted to pursue that.
Kinsinger was on a team of 50 medical professionals who traveled to different clinical sites
each day. As a nurse, she was the first person
to interact with patients when they came to the
clinics. Patients would see a nurse, a doctor, a
counselor and a pharmacist all in one visit. They
would have their medical condition explained
to them, receive medication and hear the gospel
message.
While it’s nice to hear stories and see pictures of mission trips during MIS chapels, it
comes down to the question: Why should I go
on a short-term mission trip?
Wunderlich said it was good to hear the
perspective of short-term missions from a pastor in the country they went to serve.

Photo courtesy of Ella Kinsinger
Ella Kinsinger went to Jamaica to see if she wants to pursue overseas medical missions.
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“He thinks, and I would tend to agree with
him (that it’s) ineffective for Americans to do
long-term missions,” Wunderlich said.
While in Peru, Wunderlich’s team visited
a small town high in the mountains. The town
once boasted a large church, but after the longterm American missionary founders retired,
the church diminished.
However, short-term missions better meet
the needs of natives in ministry.
“It’s also an encouragement to those in
the other countries we go to serve,” said Wunderlich regarding short-term missions. “It alleviates some of their burden for a short time and
lets them recharge their batteries.”
Kinsinger said those who go on an MIS trip
for the first time will “be amazed at how ‘missioned’ they are,” meaning they themselves will
be blessed.
Drum said going on an MIS trip really gives
you a perspective of what Cedarville is about.
“It gets you outside the bubble,” she said,
“which is good.”
“I would love to go back, for sure,” Drum
said.
Students who go on MIS trips are not in
it alone. The MIS office helps with everything
from printing support letters to applying for a
passport.
Drum, who had gone on local mission trips
with her youth group, said working with MIS
made the mission trip process easier.
“They came along side us and gave us a
better idea of what we’d be doing,” Drum said.
“(Going on a mission trip) will never be this
easy again.”
“It’s a good experience because no matter
where you go when you go, God’s going to teach
you something if you open yourself to him,”
Wunderlich said. “Spring break’s a pretty good
time to go. You can go home, relax and not do
anything. Or you can go out and serve.”
“We had to give up our spring break,”
Drum said, “so even though it was easy (to go),
it was still a sacrifice.”
“Try it,” Kinsinger said. “Follow the Holy
Spirit’s prompting. (Don’t) be afraid about
safety or money because God will provide.”
If you did not sign up for an MIS trip this
week but would like to participate on a shortterm mission trip, you can still get information
in the MIS office about spring break and summer teams.
Mary Kate Browning is a junior applied communication major and a reporter for Cedars.
She loves coffee, goats and wearing her Batman backpack around campus.
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Jake Miller (Senior)
Beijing, China (Men’s Tennis Team)
“My time in China was incredible. The
experiences I had made me realize how
God has been preparing me and leading me
through the years.”

Photo courtesy of Jake Miller

Abby Cline (Senior)
Hungary (TESL)
“I remember missions conference my
sophomore year thinking, ‘Oh man. If I go
to Hungary for my first mission trip, will I
be the type of person who never wants to go
anywhere else?’ The answer: Yes. I fell in love
with Hungary, with the people, with the TESL
ministry that we do, with the place itself.”
Photo courtesy of Abby Cline

Dexter Carpenter (Senior)
Haiti (Children’s Ministry)
“As a result of the MIS opportunities, I am
now more fully pursuing Jesus and vocational
mission work. Don’t waste the opportunity
you have now to go to foreign countries
and see God’s global plan of redemption
unfolding. You will be forever changed.”

Photo courtesy of Dexter Carpenter

Olivia Harvey (Senior)
Republic of Congo (Medical)
“You can never know how God is going to
use you, and it almost certainly will be in a
way that you don’t expect. It’s a humbling
experience because you are often blessed and
challenged by the people that you came to
serve.”

Photo courtesy of Olivia Harvey
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Award-Winning Alumni Share Experiences

by Madison Troyer and Lauren Eissler
Valerie Huber ’80, Alumna of the Year

Valerie Huber has been fighting to institute abstinence education in schools and provide resources and support
for other organizations that try to instill those ideas ever since she realized what her children were learning in health
class had very little to do with that.
But Huber – president and CEO of the National Abstinence Education Association (NAEA) – said it’s not a “just
say no” kind of message. Huber said one goal of the program is help young women realize they are valued.
“They don’t have to have sex to prove that,” she said.
Another goal? “To show young men and women what a healthy relationship looks like … to think of the future
as something beyond next weekend and to set goals for their lives,” Huber said.
One aspect Huber said she likes about her job is that it’s exciting.
“Every day is an adventure,” she said.
Often she plans her week out one way, but then Congress will pass a bill or news will break that changes her
plans.
With offices literally right next door to the White House in Washington, D.C., Huber is often involved in negotiating with various Congress members and even on occasion the president, trying to get across the importance of
abstinence education and the success it can provide when policies and funding are in place that support it.
Currently, her organization has a bill in both the U.S. House and Senate – with bipartisan support – trying to
reinstate abstinence education, or sexual risk avoidance, back into public education.

Chris Byus ’08, Distinguished Service Award
Chris Byus was the first Cedarville graduate to be hired by Cummins, an engine manufacturer in Columbus,
Ind. Byus has worked for Cummins since he graduated from Cedarville, spending the first three years in new product development designing diesel engines and the past two years working in application engineering.
Byus worked with his managers to start a recruiting team to come to Cedarville. The first year, Byus hired a
couple people to work at Cummins as part of a small, department-sponsored recruitment effort.
“After that, kind of, it just built, kept coming back each year, hiring a few more people and a few more people,”
he said. “Now (Cedarville’s) an official target recruiting school for Cummins, and we’ve brought in probably about
30 people in the past five years or so.”
Byus said engineering at Cedarville is a really good program.
“Being a smaller program, we get a lot more one-on-one attention with the professors and really a lot of good
project opportunities as well.”
One of the project opportunities Byus was involved with was the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) Formula race car.
“That Formula SAE experience really helped me be ready for engineering jobs, especially at an engine manufacturer, which is what I had done on the Formula SAE team,” Byus said.
Byus said he was involved with the Formula SAE ever since his freshman year when he would hang around the
seniors and also the shop on Saturdays and try to learn from them what he could.
“By the time I got to my senior year, I got to be very involved with it,” he said. “(I got to be) one of the team
leaders.”
Byus said Cedarville graduates are such a good match for Cummins because they are Christians and have such a solid basis for their work.
“They’ve got purpose to their work,” he said. “They’re not just there for a paycheck.”

Aaron Cook ’99, Alumni Impact Award

Aaron Cook said when he first came to Cedarville, he thought he was going to fail because he had never gone to
a Christian school before.
“I was very, very scared at first,” Cook said. “(I thought) I’m going to flunk out because I don’t know the Bible
like everybody else does here.”
While at Cedarville, Cook bounced around to several different majors before settling on studying Bible.
“I loved studying the Bible,” he said. “I got hooked on Psalm 37:4. That has really been the central navigating
passage in terms of just following Christ and trying to figure out how life is supposed to work following him.”
Cook said he took that passage literally and made decisions based on it. He never saw himself working in a
church, but the opportunity came to work at a camp – Scioto Hills.
He interned at Scioto Hills the summer between his junior and senior year and went full time at the camp that
next spring.
He said there is no typical day at Scioto Hills. “(It’s) atypical,” Cook said. “That’s part of what I love so much. I
have tons of variety.”
One day he might be writing Bible study curriculum, another setting up speakers for camp, another hauling
firewood with a group to heat the buildings or another recruiting or learning at a conference, Cook said.
“Another day, I might be speaking in chapel,” he said. “Who would have thought? I enjoyed it, which was weird.”
While at Cedarville, Cook worked with the grounds department. “I love working outside,” he said, “so that was
kind of a social life for me.”
Cook said his bosses were also mentors for him. “What I saw in them was a love for work, a love for life, but most
importantly, a real passion for God and a love for their wives,” he said.
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Several people influenced him at Cedarville, but his biggest influencer was his adviser Cheryl Fawcett, Cook said.
“Her philosophy of ministry oozed out to everybody,” he said.
“Probably for the first time I made this connection that ministry was
really, really connected – she connected Scripture to life.”
Cook said he’s still had a lot of interaction with Cedarville since
graduation because one of his primary responsibilities is recruiting for
summer staff.
“The one thing I can always count on is I’m going to have a pretty
good idea of where students are theologically,” he said. “Of course, I
have a bias toward Cedarville because I’m an alum. But if there weren’t
quality students, I wouldn’t come back anyway.”

Madison Troyer is a senior journalism major and a copy editor for
Cedars.
Lauren Eissler is a junior journalism major and assistant managing
editor and campus news editor for Cedars. She essentially lives in the
J-Lab, with her caffeine intake roughly corresponding to how many
articles she’s writing, and she tweets as @L_Eissler.

Read profiles of other alumni award-winners at
ReadCedars.com
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